Abstract. Gabbay and Pitts proved that lambda-terms up to alphaequivalence constitute an initial algebra for a certain endofunctor on the category of nominal sets. We show that the terms of the infinitary lambda-calculus form the final coalgebra for the same functor. This allows us to give a corecursion principle for alpha-equivalence classes of finite and infinite terms. As an application, we give corecursive definitions of substitution and of infinite normal forms (Böhm, Lévy-Longo and Berarducci trees).
Introduction
Classical λ-calculus considers only finite terms [5] . Infinitary λ-calculus aims to treat finite and infinite terms in one notational framework together with finite and infinite reductions [16, 17, 15] . In the calculus one can express that certain terms have an infinite normal form. We illustrate this idea with the example of streams. We choose the standard format of the Church numerals [5] to represent natural numbers by λ-terms. In this format n abbreviates the λ-term λf x.f n x which represents the natural number n; the successor function is written as succ = λyf x.f (yf x) and the pairing function as cons = λxyz.zxy. Using the fixed point combinator fix = λf.(λx.f (xx))λx.f (xx), the function from on streams given by from x = cons x (from(succ x)) can now be defined in λ-calculus as follows: from = fix(λf.cons x (f (succ x))
The infinite β-reduction sequence from 0 → β cons 0 (from 1) → β cons 0 (cons 1 (from 2)) . . .
has the infinite λ-term cons 0 (cons 1 (cons 2(. . .))) as a limit. How are such infinite terms defined? Let Λ be the set of λ-terms over some fixed set V of variables extended with a constant ⊥ [5] . The set Λ ∞ of finite and infinite λ-terms is defined by coinduction from the grammar:
where x ranges over a given set V of variables. A typical corecursive definition on the set Λ ∞ is the one of substitution. Substitution on Λ ∞ is defined as for the set Λ of finite terms but using corecursion instead of recursion. We define M [x := N ] as the result of substituting x by N in M by corecursion as follows. 
In order to show that this is indeed a corecursive definition, Duppen [9] shows how to obtain it from the unique arrow into the final coalgebra for an endofunctor on the category Set of sets and functions. However, this approach does not take into account α-conversion: (3) defines a partial map on λ-terms which induces a total map only on 'λ-terms up to α-equivalence' (as can be seen, for example, by using Barendregt's variable convention [5, Convention 2.1.13] and comparing his definition of substitution [5, 2.1.15] with (3)).
As for Λ, the problem resides in the side-condition y ∈ fv(N ) ∪ {x}, which is necessary to avoid the capture of free variables in N by the abstraction in λy.(P [x := N ]).
Nominal sets [11] provide an elegant way for establishing an α-structural recursion principle [23] that allows one to define substitution on α-equivalence classes of finite λ-terms starting from a partial function with a side-condition [14, 23] . It is one of the aims of this paper to establish an α-corecursion principle, which allows us to view (3) as a corecursive definition of substitution on α-equivalence classes of terms in Λ ∞ . Before starting on the details, we need to point out a subtlety that arises when treating infinite λ-terms. An infinite term in Λ ∞ may have an infinite set of variables. Suppose that the set V of variables {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . .} is countable. Then, we may not be able to have 'enough fresh variables' to work on α-equivalence classes. For example, consider the term allfv = x 0 (x 1 (x 2 (. . .)) ∈ Λ ∞ which contains all variables from V. In the following β-step (λx 0 x 1 .x 0 x 1 )allfv → β (λx 1 
we have that x 1 ∈ fv(allfv) and, therefore, x 1 should be replaced by some fresh variable, which is impossible because allfv contains all of them [24] . However, in this paper, we will restrict our attention to the set
of λ-terms with finitely many free variables, avoiding terms such as allfv. On the one hand, finitely many free variables are sufficient in order to capture the infinite normal forms of terms representing programs, since the limit of an infinite β-reduction sequence starting from a finite term has always a finite number of free variables. As a caveat, notice that such a limit may have infinitely many bound variables, since additional fresh variables may be needed at each reduction step to avoid capture. On the other hand, restricting to finitely many free variables has the advantage of allowing us to use the machinery of nominal sets [14] .
To come back to α-(co)recursion, Pitts [23] derives structural recursion and induction principles for syntax with binding by using the result from [11] that the set Λ/= α of α-equivalence classes of finite λ-terms is the initial algebra for the functor L α on the category Nom of nominal sets defined by
where [V]U is the quotient of V × U by α-equivalence (and we added a constant {⊥} for reasons that will be explained after Definition 1). We will prove that the final coalgebra of the same functor L α is the (nominal) set Λ ∞ fv /= α of α-equivalence classes of finite and infinite λ-terms with finitely many free variables. Using this result we will formulate an α-corecursion principle and give corecursive definitions of substitution and various notions of infinite normal form (Böhm, Lévy-Longo and Berarducci trees) on α-equivalence classes of terms.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3 review preliminaries on infinitary lambda calculus and nominal sets, respectively. Section 4 contains our main result on the final L α -coalgebra and Section 5 its application to substitution and to the notions of Böhm, Lévy-Longo and Berarducci trees. Section 6 compares α-corecursion with α-recursion and comments on the relationship between Set-and Nom-based reasoning.
Preliminaries on Infinitary Lambda Calculus
We assume familiarity with basic notions and notations of the finite λ-calculus [5] . First we explain how the set Λ ∞ of finite and infinite λ-terms can be constructed as the metric completion of the set Λ of finite λ-terms. Then we will briefly recall some notions and facts of infinitary λ-calculus [17, 15] . We leave the treatment of α-conversion for Section 4.
The idea of putting a metric on a set of terms goes at least back to Arnold and Nivat [4] . To do so we define truncations.
Definition 1 (Truncation).
The truncation of a term M ∈ Λ at depth n ∈ N is defined by induction on n:
In this definition, we use the constant ⊥ to represent "unknown information". Later, in the constructions of normal forms of λ-terms we will, as it is customary in infinitary λ-calculus, use the same constant to replace computationally meaningless terms.
Definition 2 (Metric). We define a metric
where m = sup{n ∈ N | M n = N n } and we use the convention 2 −∞ = 0.
In fact, (Λ, d) is an ultrametric space, since for all M, N, P ∈ Λ we have d(M, N ) ≤ max{d(M, P ), d(P, N )}, as one can easily check.
The set Λ ∞ of finite and infinite λ-terms (with the additional constant ⊥) is now defined as the metric completion of the set Λ of finite terms with respect to the metric d. Alternatively, Λ ∞ can be defined by interpreting (2) as a coinductive definition. The fact that both definitions coincide is a consequence of Barr's theorem on final coalgebras for bicontinuous Set endofunctors [6, Theorem 3.2] .
Indeed, interpreting (2) coinductively amounts to taking as λ-terms the elements of the final coalgebra for the Set-endofunctor
Notice that the set Λ of finite λ-terms constitutes the initial algebra for L. 
is the Cauchy completion of Λ and we have a dense inclusion map ι : Λ → Λ ∞ . It is well-known that the structure map of the final coalgebra unfold : Λ ∞ → L(Λ ∞ ) is an isomorphism, hence the set L(Λ ∞ ) can be equipped with a complete metric.
Having defined the set Λ ∞ of finite and infinite λ-terms we now extend the usual syntactic conventions for finite λ-calculus to infinitary λ-calculus. Terms and variables will respectively be written with (super-and subscripted) letters M, N and x, y, z. Terms of the form (M 1 M 2 ) and (λxM ) will respectively be called applications and abstractions.
The truncation of an infinite term M ∈ Λ ∞ at depth n is defined just as in Definition 1 by induction on n. Observe that (M n ) n∈N is a Cauchy sequence in (Λ ∞ , d) that converges to M . The set of free and bound variables of a finite term M is defined as usual and denoted by fv(M ) and bv(M ) respectively. We extend fv(M ), bv(M ) to infinite terms M ∈ Λ ∞ using truncations as below. Also,
We define β-reduction on Λ ∞ and denote it as → β in the usual way: the smallest relation that contains (λx.P )Q → β P [x := Q] and is closed under contexts. The reflexive and transitive closure of → β is denoted by → → β . For the definition of → → → β that assumes a sequence of reduction steps of any ordinal length, see for instance [16] . Terms of the form (λx.P )Q are called redexes. Normal forms are terms without redexes and hence cannot be changed by further computation.
The definition of infinitary λ-calculus is completed by adding ⊥-reduction, denoted by → ⊥ : the smallest relation closed under context that contains M → ⊥ ⊥ for M belonging to some fixed set U of meaningless terms. If and only if the set U satisfies certain properties, the resulting infinitary calculus is confluent and normalising, in which case each term has a unique normal form [17, 15] .
The normal form of a λ-term can be thought to represent its meaning, the maximal amount of information embodied in the term, stable in the sense that it cannot be changed by further computation. Note that this concept of meaning depends on the chosen set U of meaningless terms for which there is ample, uncountable choice [25] .
Böhm, Lévy-Longo and Berarducci trees
For concrete sets of meaningless terms an alternative, "informal" corecursive definition of the normal form of a term in the corresponding infinitary λ-calculus can sometimes be given. Three of them are well known.
In his book [5] , Barendregt argued that the terms without head normal forms should be considered as meaningless terms. Any finite λ-term is either a head normal form (hnf), that is, a term of the form λx 1 . . . λx n .xN 1 . . . N m , or it is a term of the form λx 1 . . . λx n .((λy.P )Q)N 1 . . . N m where the redex (λy.P )Q is called the head redex. Starting with a term M that is not in hnf one can repeatedly contract the head redex. Either this will go on forever or terminate with a hnf, which represents part of the information embodied in a term. In the latter case one can repeat this process on the subterms N i to try to compute more information. This idea led Barendregt to his elegant "informal" definition of the Böhm tree BT(M ) of a term M , that we now recognise as a corecursive definition.
Taking for U the set of terms without hnf, one can show using the confluence property that the normal forms of the corresponding infinite λ-calculus satisfy the equations in (11) . That is, the Böhm tree of a term M is the normal form of M in the infinitary λ-calculus that equates all terms without head normal form with ⊥ [5, 17] . For example, the limit of the reduction sequence starting from (from 0) in (1) is cons 0 (cons 1 (cons 2(. . .)), the Böhm tree of (from 0).
Alternatively, as Abramsky has forcefully argued in [1] , one can take the set of terms without weak head normal form (whnf) as set of meaningless terms. Any finite λ-term is either a weak head normal form, that is, a term of either of the two forms xM 1 . . . M m , or λx.N , or it is a term of the form ((λy.P )Q)M 1 . . . M m where the redex (λy.P )Q is called the weak head redex. In perfect analogy with before, starting with a term M that is not in whnf one can repeatedly contract the weak head redex. Either this will go on forever or terminate with a whnf. In the latter case one can repeat this process on the subterms M i of the tail of the whnf or on the subterm N of its body to try to compute more information. This describes a lazy computation strategy, that postpones reduction under abstractions as much as possible.
The normal forms of the corresponding infinitary λ-calculus that equates all terms without weak head normal form with ⊥ satisfy the equations (12) that define the Lévy-Longo tree LLT(M ) of a term M corecursively [19, 18, 2, 17] .
The least set of meaningless terms that gives rise to a confluent and normalising infinitary λ-calculus is the set of terms without a top normal form. Here a term M is a top normal form (tnf) if it is either a variable, an abstraction or an application of the form M 1 M 2 in which M 1 is a zero term, i.e. a term that cannot reduce to an abstraction. The well-known term Ω = (λx.xx)(λx.xx) has no tnf. The normal forms of this calculus can alternatively be characterised by the corecursive definition of the Berarducci tree [7, 17] BerT(M ) of a term M :
It is possible to formalise (11)-(13) using corecursion via the final L-coalgebra, provided we give concrete reduction strategies to compute the various forms used in the definitions. However, in order to take into account α-conversion, we will prove an α-corecursion principle based on nominal sets.
Preliminaries on Nominal Sets
We recall basic facts on nominal sets [14] . Consider a countable infinite set V of 'variables' (or 'atoms' or 'names') and the group S(V) of permutations on V generated by transpositions, which are permutations of the form (x y) that swap x and y. Consider a set U equipped with an action of the group S(V), denoted by · : S(V) × U → U . We say that u ∈ U is supported by a set S ⊆ V when for all π ∈ S(V) such that π(x) = x for all x ∈ S we have π · u = u. We say that u ∈ U is finitely supported if there exists a finite S ⊆ V which supports u.
Definition 3 (Nominal set).
A nominal set (U, ·) is set U equipped with a S(V)-action such that all elements of U are finitely supported. Given nominal sets (U, ·) and (V, ·), a map f : U → V is called equivariant when f (π·u) = π·f (u) for all π ∈ S(V) and u ∈ U . The category of nominal sets and equivariant maps is denoted by Nom.
A crucial property of nominal sets is that each element of a nominal set has a least finite support, see [14] . Indeed, if two finite sets S 1 and S 2 support u, then their intersection also supports u. The smallest finite support of u is denoted by supp(u). If x ∈ V \ supp(u) we say that x is fresh for u, and write x#u. More generally, given two nominal sets (U, ·) and (V, ·), u ∈ U and v ∈ V , we write u#v for supp(u) ∩ supp(v) = ∅. An important property of supp is that for every equivariant f : U → V and u ∈ U , we have supp(f (u)) ⊆ supp(u).
Example 4. The set of names V equipped with the evaluation action given by π · x = π(x) is a nominal set.
Example 5. The set Λ of finite λ-terms with the action · :
is a nominal set. In this example we do not take into account α-conversion, so the support of a λ-term M is the set of all variables occurring either bound or free in M .
Given a S(V)-action · on a set U , let U fs denote the set
Then · restricts to a S(V)-action on U fs and (U fs , ·) is a nominal set.
Example 6. The set Λ ∞ of finite and infinite λ-terms can be equipped with the action · : S(V) × Λ ∞ → Λ ∞ defined coinductively by (14) . Alternatively, π · (−) can be defined using the universal property of the metric completion, as the unique map that extends Λ
is not a nominal set since the set of variables in a term, and hence its support, can be infinite.
Definition 8 (Concretion). Let (U, ·) be a nominal set. Concretion is the partial function @ : [V]U ×V → U with y u@z, the 'concretion of y u at z', defined as y u@z = (z y) · u if z ∈ V \ supp( y u).
Notice that y# y u and ( y u)@y = u. Moreover, concretion is equivariant. If
Further, we recall some general results form [22] that will be necessary to prove our main result on the final L α -coalgebra. The category Nom is complete and cocomplete. The forgetful functor to Set creates finite products and all colimits. For example, the product of two nominal sets (U, ·) and (V, ·) is (U ×V, ·) where
Arbitrary products in Nom are computed differently than in Set. Given a family of nominal sets (U i , · i ) i∈I , we can equip the set of all tuples {(u i ) i∈I | u i ∈ U i } with the pointwise action given by
This is a S(V)-action, but some tuples may not be finitely supported. The product of (U i , · i ) i∈I in Nom is the nominal set ( i∈I (U i , · i )) fs of tuples of the form (u i ) i∈I that are finitely supported with respect to the action of (19) . The abstraction functor [V](−) : Nom → Nom preserves all limits.
Infinitary Lambda Calculus in Nominal Sets
This section contains our main technical result, Theorem 22, which is then used to show Theorem 23, stating that the set Λ ∞ fv /= α of finite and infinite λ-terms up to α-equivalence is the final coalgebra for the functor L α on Nom, see (6) .
On finite terms, α-conversion can be defined inductively using the permutation action · : S(V) × Λ → Λ of Example 5, see [14] .
Thus we obtain a nominal set (Λ/= α , ·).
Definition 10 (L α ). We define L α : Nom → Nom as follows.
The nominal set (Λ/= α , ·) of α-equivalence classes of finite λ-terms is the initial algebra for the functor L α [14] .
We define α-conversion on the set Λ ∞ using truncations. This definition is slightly different from, though equivalent, to those used in [16, 17, 15] .
Definition 11 (α-conversion on finite and infinite λ-terms). We extend the notion of α-conversion to the set Λ ∞ via
The notion of truncation can be extended to
Notation 12 (α-equivalence classes) In this section, metavariables of ele-
The reason we need to clearly distinguish between the class X and the term M ∈ X is that in Theorem 22 we need to construct a Cauchy sequence of representatives M 1 , M 2 , . . . from a Cauchy sequence X 1 , X 2 , . . . of α-equivalence classes.
A second approach to define the set of α-equivalence classes of infinitary terms is to consider the metric completion of the quotient Λ/= α .
Definition 13 (Metric on α-equivalence classes). We define
where m = sup{n ∈ N | M n = α N n } and we use the convention 2 −∞ = 0.
We have that d α is a pseudometric on Λ and d α (M, N ) = 0 if and only if M = α N . Thus d α gives rise to a metric on Λ/= α denoted by abuse of notation also by d α . Observe that d α extends to a pseudometric d
where Theorem 14. Let V be uncountable. Then, we have that
We do not include the proof of this theorem, since in this paper we are only interested in the case where V is countable. The idea of the proof is to show that (Λ ∞ /= α , d
∞ α ) is a complete metric space and then to use the universality property of the metric completion. This argument fails when the set of variables is at most countable. Indeed, we can show that for countable V the space
Example 15. Assume that V is countable, say V = {x 0 , x 1 , . . .} and consider the sequence ([λx n .x n (x 0 (. . .
This is a Cauchy sequence with respect to d ∞ α , but has no limit in Λ ∞ /= α . Indeed, assume for a contradiction that the limit L exists. On the one hand we can prove that fv(L) = V, on the other hand L should be of the form λu.ux 0 x 1 .... for some variable u. But this contradicts the fact that u is free in L.
These problems of α-equivalence in the presence of countably many variables disappear if we consider the set Λ ∞ fv of terms with finitely many free variables (5) discussed in the introduction. 
.)))))).
We have that allbv ∈ Λ The permutation action on Λ/= α can be extended to (Λ/= α ) ∞ as follows. For each π ∈ S(V) we have that π ·(−) : Λ/= α → Λ/= α is a uniformly continuous function with respect to d α , thus can be extended to a uniformly continuous map on (Λ/= α ) ∞ using the universal property of the metric completion:
Thus we have a nominal set ((Λ/= α ) ∞ fs , ·). A Cauchy sequence (X n ) n∈N in Λ/= α is finitely supported when there exists a finite set S ⊆ V such that S supports X n for all n ∈ N. Proof. The right-to-left implication is trivial. For the left-to right implication, consider a Cauchy sequence (X n ) n∈N in Λ/= α converging to X. Then for all k ∈ N the sequence of truncations (X k n ) n∈N is constant from a point onwards and let Y k denote its limit in Λ/= α . We can show that each π that fixes supp(X) also fixes Y k . The sequence (Y k ) k∈N is a finitely supported Cauchy sequence that converges to X.
Remark 18. From the proof of Lemma 17 it follows that each X ∈ (Λ/= α ) ∞ can be expressed as the limit of a 'canonical' Cauchy sequence (X n ) n∈N such that the truncation of X n+1 at depth n is α-convertible to X n .
Definition 19 (α-safe term)
. Let M ∈ Λ. We define the set of α-safe terms Γ ⊆ Λ by the following inductive rules In the next lemma, we will prove that we can always find an α-safe term in an α-equivalence class. Note that the set of α-safe terms is not closed under β. For example, (λx.xx)(λy.y) is α-safe but (λy.y)(λy.y) is not.
Lemma 20 (Choosing representatives). Let M ∈ Λ and a finite set S ⊆ V.
There exists an α-safe term N such that bv(N ) ∩ S = ∅ and M = α N .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of M . It is immediate for the base cases M = ⊥ and M = x ∈ V.
Assume M = P Q. By the induction hypothesis there exists a α-safe term P such that bv(P ) ∩ (fv(M ) ∪ S) = ∅ and P = α P . Applying the induction hypothesis again, there exists a α-safe term Q such that bv(Q ) ∩ (bv(P ) ∪ fv(M ) ∪ S) = ∅ and Q = α Q . Then M = α P Q and we can check that P Q is α-safe and bv(P Q ) ∩ S = ∅.
The case M = λx.P is solved similarly. By the induction hypothesis there exists a α-safe term P such that P = α P and bv(P ) ∩ (S ∪ fv(M ) ∪ {x}) = ∅. Then λx.P is α-safe by Definition 19, M = α λx.P and S#λx.P . Lemma 21. Let M, P ∈ Λ be two α-safe terms such that P n = α M , bv(M )#P , and bv(P )#M . Then there exists a α-safe term N such that
Proof. This is proved by induction on the structure of M . We prove the case that M = λx.M 0 . Then P = λy.P 0 . Since y#M , we have that ((y x) · P 0 ) n−1 = α M 0 . By induction hypothesis, there exists N 0 such that N 0 = α (y x) · P 0 , N n−1 0 = M 0 and bv(N 0 ) ⊆ bv(M 0 ) ∪ bv((y x)P 0 ). We set N = λx.N 0 . We can check that N is α-safe and satisfies the required properties.
In the following theorem, we show that Theorem 14 holds for countable V if interpreted internally in the category of nominal sets. 
where X n is the truncation of X at depth n. This is well defined by Lemma 17 and the fact that the sequence (X n ) n∈N is supported by the finite set supp(X). It is easy to check that f is equivariant.
Next we give g :
fs . By Lemma 17 we have a finitely supported Cauchy sequence (X n ) n∈N ⊆ Λ/= α converging to X with supp(X n ) ⊆ supp(X) for all n ∈ N. Moreover we can assume that the truncation of X n+1 at depth n is X n .
Claim. There exist representatives M n ∈ X n such that the sequence (M n ) n∈N is Cauchy in the metric space (Λ, d).
Moreover we have that fv(M n ) ⊆ supp(X) for all n ∈ N, thus the limit M ∈ Λ ∞ of the sequence (M n ) n∈N has finitely many free variables. We put g(X) = [M ] α . We can show that g is well defined, equivariant and is the inverse of f .
We now sketch the proof of the claim. The idea is to start with an arbitrary sequence of representatives and to inductively rename the bound variables, so that we preserve α-equivalence. In a first step, we construct a sequence of representatives P n ∈ X n by induction on n ∈ N such that bv(P n ) ∩ S n = ∅ where S n = supp(X) ∪ n−1 i=1 var(P i ) and P n is α-safe using Lemma 20. Notice that S is finite because P 1 , . . . , P n−1 are all finite. Notice that this sequence satisfies that the truncation of P n+1 at depth n is α-convertible to P n .
In a second step we define a sequence (M n ) n∈N of α-safe terms by induction that satisfy the following:
For n = 0, set M 0 = P 0 . For the induction step, we have that:
bv(P i ), we have that bv(M n ) ∩ bv(P n+1 ) = ∅. Since fv(P n+1 ) and fv(M n ) are subsets of supp(X) and every bv(P i ) is disjoint from supp(X), we have that bv(M n )∩fv(P n+1 ) = ∅ and bv(P n+1 )∩fv(M n ) = ∅. Therefore we can apply Lemma 21 to M n and P n+1 , hence there exists M n+1 = α P n+1 such that the truncation of M n+1 at depth n is exactly M n . We also have that
Proof. The functor L α is continuous, that is, it preserves limits of ω op -chains. Therefore a final coalgebra for L α is obtained as the limit of the diagram
If we think of the singleton 1 as {⊥}, we can identify elements of L n α (1) with truncations of elements in Λ/= α at depth n. Recall how limits are computed in Nom. An element of lim
or equivalently, that the truncation of X n+1 at depth n is X n . Then (X n ) n<ω is a finitely supported Cauchy sequence. By Lemma 17, its limit is in (Λ/= α ) ∞ fs . Conversely, by Remark 18, each X ∈ (Λ/= α ) ∞ fs is the limit of a finitely supported Cauchy sequence (X n ) n<ω ∈ L 
Remark 24 (Alternative proof to Theorem 23).
To prove Theorem 23, we could have applied a generalisation of Barr's theorem on the existence of final coalgebras to locally finitely presentable categories given by Adámek [3] . We know that the initial algebra of L α is the nominal set Λ/= α . To prove that (Λ/= α ) ∞ fs is the carrier of the final coalgebra amounts to showing that for all finitely presentable nominal sets B we have that Nom(B, (Λ/= α ) ∞ fs ) is the metric completion of Nom(B, Λ/= α ).
An α-corecursion principle and applications
Using corecursion, we define an α-invariant substitution into infinitary λ-terms and we define α-invariant notions of the infinite normal forms (Böhm, Lévy-Longo and Berarducci) discussed in Section 2. The defined notions will arise from a unique arrow into the final L α -coalgebra given by the nominal set Λ ∞ fv /= α of Theorem 23.
Notation 25 (Injections)
The injections for the coproduct U + V are denoted as inl U,V : U → U + V and inr U,V : V → U + V . But for the case of L(U ) and L α (U ), we denote them as
We drop the superscripts when they are clear from the context.
Notation 26 (α-equivalence classes) We write Λ α for the (nominal) set Λ/= α of finite λ-terms up to α-equivalence and Λ 
We use x to denote both an element in V and also its copy in Λ ∞ α . The following lemma [21, Lemma 2.1] allows parameters in coinductive definitions. It dualises the way in which primitive recursion strengthens induction. In order to express substitution, the set U will be used for the term N in M [x := N ] which is not subject to recursion and the set V will be used for the recursion.
Lemma 28. Let δ : D → F (D) be a final coalgebra and g : U → F (U ) an arbitrary F -coalgebra. Then, there is a unique map f : V → D such that for any h : V → F (U + V ), the following diagram commutes:
where g * : U → D is the unique homomorphism between (U, g) and (D, δ).
We need to fix some notation:
given by Lemma 28 is denoted by corec α (g, h).
We now define substitution using the finality of
. Definition 30 (Substitution on α-equivalence classes). We define substitution subs α :
where subs α arises from the instance of Lemma 28, see the diagram below,
The map h subsα is well-defined since the last clause is independent of the choice of z (which always exists due to all terms being finitely supported) and h subsα is equivariant since all operations involved, in particular abstraction and concretion, are equivariant.
Remark 31. To see how Definition 30 captures (3), note that, by (25) , we have that
• h subsα , that is, using (24) and the fact that one can choose z = y in the last clause of h subsα ,
which looks indeed just like a notational variant of the Set-based (3), but is now fully justified as a coinductive definition on α-equivalence classes of λ-terms.
Definition 32 (β-reduction on α-equivalence classes). We define β α -reduction as the smallest relation on Λ
The informal definitions of Böhm, Lévy-Longo and Berarducci trees given in (11) , (12) and (13) use the notion of β-reduction relation which is not a function. To formally define the notions of trees, we need to define evaluation strategies, i.e. some restricted notions of β-reduction which are actually partial functions.
We first define the notion of β-head reduction which contracts only the redex at the head position and corresponds to the normalising leftmost strategy. This reduction is used to define Böhm trees.
Definition 33 (Head β-reduction on α-equivalence classes). We define β hα -reduction as the smallest relation on Λ
We restrict the β-head reduction by not contracting β-redexes in the body of an abstraction and obtain the weak head β-reduction which is needed to define the notion of Lévy-Longo tree.
Definition 34 (Weak head β-reduction on α-equivalence classes). We define β whα -reduction as the smallest relation on Λ
The reflexive, transitive closure of → βα , → β hα and → β whα are denoted by → → βα , → → β hα and → → β whα , respectively.
We now define the notion of top β-reduction which only contracts β-weak head redexes at depth 0 and it will be used to define Berarducci trees.
Definition 35 (Top β-reduction on α-equivalence classes). We define β tα -reduction as the smallest relation on Λ
The reflexive and transitive closure of → βt is denoted by → → βt . We now define the notion of Böhm tree, Lévy-Longo tree, and Berarducci tree using the finality of
Definition 36 (Böhm tree on α-equivalence classes). We define the Böhm tree of M as BT α (M) where BT α = corec α (g BTα ) is the unique map such that
Definition 37 (Lévy-Longo tree on α-equivalence classes). We define the Lévy-Longo tree of M as LLT α (M) where LLT α = corec α (g LLTα ) is the unique map such that
Definition 38 (Berarducci tree on α-equivalence classes). We define the Berarducci tree of M as BerT α (M) where BerT α = corec α (g BerTα ) is the unique map such that
where P is a zero term if P cannot reduce to an abstraction.
Comparison of α-recursion and corecursion
The α-recursion principle of [23] is based on the initial L α -algebra Λ α (the principle applies of course to general functors, but we only consider the example L α here). Thus, in order to make an inductive definition, that is, in order to define an arrow from Λ α into some set U , one needs, in particular, to give a map [V]U → U . This is done in [23] by giving a partial map f : V × U → U which has to satisfy a certain condition, the freshness condition for binders (FCB). FCB makes sure that f factors (uniquely) as Next we compare α-corecursion with corecursion. For a general introduction to the problems arising in Set-based as opposed to Nom-based reasoning with binders, see [23, Section 1] and [22, Section 2] . Typically, Set-based induction in the presence of binders is complicated by side conditions as in (3) which lead to partial functions with the domain of definition restricted to 'safe terms' having no conflicts between free and bound variables. But 'safe terms' are not closed under the operations of abstraction and binding and so do not carry an algebra structure that can serve as a codomain U to define an arrow Λ → U by initiality.
In the coinductive case, however, we can equip the safe terms with a coalgebra structure. The details are as follows. In analogy to Notation 29, we consider the final L-coalgebra unfold : Λ ∞ → L(Λ ∞ ) and, given g : U → L(U ) and h : V → L(U + V ), we denote the unique map from h : V → L(U + V ) to Further, the β-rule could be defined on the set (Λ ∞ ) safe = {M ∈ Λ ∞ fv | fv(M ) ∩ bv(M ) = ∅} using subs. Since (Λ ∞ ) safe is closed under → → β wh , in most lazy functional programming languages which use β wh -reduction such as Haskell we could work with representatives without having to consider equivalence classes. In spite of this, to define the notion of Lévy-Longo tree, we also need to extend the β wh -reduction to Λ ∞ α because the function that computes the β wh -normal form is not an L-coalgebra since P may not belong to (Λ ∞ ) safe when λx.P ∈ (Λ ∞ ) safe . To summarize, for corecursion more easily than than for recursion, we can cover some ground before moving from Set to Nom. Even though, we believe it pays off to work in Nom from the beginning, because all constructions are automatically invariant under α conversion.
Conclusion
As far as we know this is the first paper applying nominal techniques to the infinitary λ-calculus. In particular, we have derived a principle for making coinductive definitions up to α-equivalence and applied it to fully formalising some important concepts from infinitary λ-calculus. In the context of presheaf models substitution into non-well founded syntax such as the infinitary lambda calculus has been investigated in [20] .
Let us emphasise that Theorem 23 extends to other signatures. Not only is the presence of ⊥ irrelevant for Theorem 23, it also applies if we replace L α by other polynomial functors, for example by those that fall into the nominal (universal) algebra of [13] . We are confident that the future will uncover more interesting examples of α-corecursion.
In future work we will study α-corecursion for λ-terms that may contain infinitley many free variables, for example using the generalised theory of names [12] or the ideal-supported subsets of [8] . It will also be interesting to explore whether nominal rewriting [10] has applications in the infinitary λ-calculus.
